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LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN
At the end of the September meeting (see pp.4-5) it was pointed out that Coronavirus restrictions were likely to
remain in place until next summer when a reliable vaccine will hopefully be available and many people will
have been vaccinated. Members present were asked for comments on the procedures. The consensus was that
the meeting was enjoyable and worth repeating but no outside visitors should be invited until 2021. So we will,
if permitted by H.M.G. and P.C.C. policy, continue in October and November with members’ displays, each
member having one frame and display between 1 and 16 sheets. The December meeting will possibly be a
display of 80 sheets (5 frames) by the Chairman but no mince pies to be served and no glass of wine.
Members present were delighted to hear that Tony New was prepared to produce an October issue of the
Petersfield Philatelist. Steve Hickman said that the packet is not very active at the moment and he is
concentrating on finishing the circuits of boxes disrupted in March before starting new.
Members were also delighted to hear that David Snowden was willing to run an auction next March.
Discussion involved the procedures for viewing, with limited numbers in the auction room at one time and a
suggestion that the Society provides disposable gloves to those wanting to view lots. There was also concern
about whether the room was big enough to hold the usual number of bidders properly spaced out but it was
thought that there were likely to be fewer room bidders as vulnerable members will stay away. Possibly no
'glory boxes' should be accepted this time. A postal auction was also briefly discussed as an alternative but this
would only be best if good descriptions of lots can be given.
As for competitions, it was felt we should leave this till December for a decision. It was hoped the A.G.M.
could go ahead as usual in March albeit with limited attendance.
The 5 October meeting at 7.30pm will go ahead with attenders bringing up to 16 sheets to display with
the same procedure as on 7 September. This is because the Petersfield Community Centre is a COVID19 Secure building and as such is exempt from rule 6 - see e-mail below.
__________________________________________________________________________________
The PCC have issued the following statement. Thus we can go ahead with our meeting on 5 October as the
new restrictions on the group of six do not apply at the P.C.C. - PROVIDED that when you arrive:


you enter the Exhibition Room, which we use, by the emergency exit.



you wear a face mask (except when talking for 4 minutes about your display)



you sit in one of the socially distanced seats 1.5m apart



you do not wander around and 'mingle' with others



5 display boards are spaced out, each on a separate table



when you are asked to come up to view, you have 2 minutes to view each frame, after which you move to the
frame to your right, until you have viewed all frames when you will sit down again



as many as possible of attenders will be offered 1 frame on which they can display from 1 up to 16 sheets.



with small numbers like 8 attenders, these timings can be flexible.

This is no change from our meeting of 7 September.
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NEW’S LETTER
The April number, 215, was the first to be distributed by E-mail, to those members with the facility to receive it
and, if desired, to print it themselves Those without should have received it by post in the normal way though
rather belatedly. The arrival of the Coronavirus coincided rather neatly with your editor’s grasping the
technicalities of sending in this way, thanks to David Whitehouse. Since then it has affected all our lives more
than most of us could have foreseen – not least by the absence of the Philatelist, to which paid-up members are
of course entitled. Actually only the July number was missed because there are always three-month gaps in the
summer - when gardening and holidays normally take precedence.
By now the strangeness of life under the shadow of the virus has exercised our minds for far too long but,
judging from the philatelic press – and in particular the voices of the established auction houses – all is as well
as can be expected in the circumstances and there has been no need to lock our albums away. Anyway stamp
auctions have of late tended to be postal rather than ‘live’, and still seem to thrive.
Our club auction this year took place in the nick of time before ‘lockdown’, and the exchange packet had to be
dormant for a while. For many of us they both provide the ‘lifeblood’ of collecting and it is good to know that
preparations are being made for the Spring auction to be resumed, albeit under the burden of regulations that
seem to be modified more quickly than they can be obeyed. As you can read opposite, it seems that the latest
prohibition, a limit of six to gatherings, imposed as this is being written, is not going to rule out the monthly
meetings that have only just restarted.

My Favourite Stamp
Ray Adams is the next contributor to this series, and writes as follows:
My choice is the 20c. value of the South African ‘Tourism’ series of 1978 (SG 454). While living in Natal in
the 1970s I took the opportunity of taking my family regularly to visit the Royal Natal National Park. The
scenery in this part of the Drakensberg mountain range is spectacular – in particular the awe-inspiring
Amphitheatre, a basalt wall 4 miles wide which soars to a height of 4,875 feet. Here the Tugela river plunges
3,000 feet into the valley below, making it the second highest waterfall in the world.
There is an extensive network of trails with which to explore the 34 square mile reserve. A rondavel camp at
Tendele, which is close to the Tugela Gorge, commands sensational views of the amphitheatre and the
“Policeman’s Helmet” close by. Here there is a good chance of sighting baboon and eland.
Before she became Queen, Princess Elizabeth stayed in the
park. In the 1960s the film ‘Zulu’ was shot here. It tells the
story of the heroic defence of Rorke’s Drift, although the battle
was actually fought some distance away. It will be remembered
that eleven Victoria Crosses were awarded to the defenders –
easily a record for a single acrion.
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SEPTEMBER MEETING
This was the first (‘trial’) meeting since the partial loosening of the restrictions on gatherings
necessitated by the Coronavirus pandemic. On arrival at the Petersfield Community Centre we were
greeted by Victor Collins who directed us to the emergency exit of the Exhibition Room which we
normally use. We had to wear a facemask except when talking about our display. We put up 5 tables
spaced 2 metres apart each with one frame on it. Another three tables were used for auction
catalogues and hand sanitizer and for management of the meeting. Chairs were placed 2 metres
apart. Members were called up to view the frames, one person per frame and two minutes viewing
per frame before being asked to move to the next frame to the right and then sitting down again
once all 5 frames had been viewed. Eight members attended and 6 gave us displays which were as
follows :
First was Stephen Miles who talked about postmarks and their development.
He showed a lovely copy of the Penny Post of Arundel from 1831 and then
some 1d. reds with Maltese crosses up to 1844. Such cancellations did not
make it obvious where letters, such as an example addressed to Carlisle in
1842, had been posted. He noted that the London Maltese crosses had
numerals in the centre. He then talked of the numbered obliterators, e.g.
Petersfield 613, mentioning spoons and sideways duplexes and ending with a
curious postage due cover from Croydon in 1995 where 34p was due. The
postage due cachet used showed the number 936 that was initially used at Whitwell in Yorkshire
and later at Bedworth near Coventry - instead of 938 which was the usual Croydon number.
Alan Biddlecombe began with early postmarks of the
Bechuanaland and Rhodesia train to South Africa, some revenue
stamps depicting an elephant up to £5 in face value and a cheque
bearing both Bechuanaland and Rhodesian stamps. He moved on
to some correspondence leading up to independence in 1961. This
was followed by some G.B. material starting with the 1d. black,
1d. red and 2d. blue, then the 1929 U.P.U. Congress with mint and
used copies of the £1 stamp. He displayed a number of revenues
from the 1920s and 1930s and ended with complete sheets of 40
of the Bradbury Wilkinson printings of 1967-68 of the Castles
high values 2s.6d., 5s., 10s. and £1 which are rarely seen these
days.
Stuart Graham chose Tuvalu and noted their prolific issues of
stamps with about 2000 issues up to 2010. He displayed a set
illustrating trains, filling 16 sheets with stamps showing dozens of
old railway engines up to modern locomotives including some in setenant format. He commented that Tuvalu does not have a railway.
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Ernst Oberthaler showed items from Kufstein in Austria where his family came from. This started
with a pre-stamp letter of 1850 followed by an 1855 cover with stamps. It continued through the
period immediately after the First World War when Austrian stamps were overprinted
'Deutschösterreich' implying that Austria was part of the German speaking world. This was not
approved of and the ‘Deutsch’ part was soon dropped from Austria's name. Some mail was also
shown of the 'Anschluss' or 'Union' with Germany forced on Austria in 1938 by the Nazis. The
display continued to 1980.
Tom Norgate contributed covers bearing slogan postmarks of Great Britain in 2020 illustrating the
change from marking normal events to those connected with the Coronavirus. The normal ones
included 'Stand Together', 'LGBT', 'Valentine's Day', 'Climate Action', 'Pancake Day' and 'Albert
Einstein'. Then came 'Stay Home Protect Lives', 'Capt Thomas Moore 100th birthday', 'Stay Home
Protect NHS', 'Capt Thomas Moore Fund Raising Hero', 'Dog Awareness', 'Jack Charlton 19352020' and 'Say Thank you to our NHS'. Tom commented that with the lockdown it has become
much more difficult to get good strikes of these slogans as fewer envelopes of office mail were
being saved That is borne out in this illustration, where the word CORONAVIRUS at the top of the
square frame has become illegible. He omitted to draw attention to the fact that although Royal Mail
combined ’75 VE DAY’ with the Coronavirus slogan they did not provide one for VJ Day on 15th August.
Perhaps they forgot – in keeping with the ‘Forgotten Army’ in S.E. Asia.

Robin Pizer concluded the displays with commercial postcards and envelopes from 1919 to 1923
bearing privately produced cachets stating that the companies had trade permits to operate
businesses involved in the food and fodder trades either retail or wholesale. This had started in 1916
when such shortages started to become a concern to the German Government - who then required all
such companies to be registered and to state this on their correspondence. That continued after the
war when food shortages remained a serious concern. Mail was shown up to September 1923 when
high inflation took hold. No covers from the last two months of the high inflation period in
October and November 1923 have been seen
bearing these cachets.
Another item highlighted was a ‘Postauftrag’
cover of 1921. The U.K. Post Office does not
have an equivalent service. It is a means of
sending a demand for payment to the recipient
who completes a payment form authorising the
Post Office to transmit money from his Post
Office Bank account to the sender’s account.
R.P.
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AUCTION NEWS
It is time to get “auction” back in our collective conscience, so I will start with a brief update on the 2020 event.
The basic numbers (with the corresponding 2019 data) are:




Sales:
The number of lots sold:
The net financial benefit to PDPS:

£3,331
224
£150??

(£4,771)
(251)
(£310)

Recall that the auction was held just before lockdown, so our audience was significantly smaller than usual, meaning
fewer bidders, less competitive bidding, and (probably) lower sale prices. That it took place at all was fortuitous, and it
was successful too. If there is a deity for Philately, many thanks.
Now it is time to start the ball rolling for next year’s auction, scheduled for March 13th, but with a few caveats. We have
to consider that the pandemic may not be ancient history, so we will have to come up with a Plan B for the practical
arrangements - sanitisers, spacing, detail administration of visitors, etc. For now, we need to concentrate on the material,
and how to get it into the inventory.
First, the material. We need to consider that public meetings, such as our auction, may not be permitted, or we may not be
able to adapt our practices to follow the health rules at the time. Therefore, all potential vendors should think through the
implications, if we need to convert to a postal auction. So:







Describe the material in sufficient detail for those viewing just the catalogue. For instance, “Commonwealth
collection, 1910-1960, commems, (few defs) mainly FU/M, in 24 side ABC stockbook” is much more likely to
generate interest than “Commonwealth collection in stockbook”. Add comments, such as “strong in…”, “noted
…”, emphasis on quality”, etc. – those elements that you, looking at other catalogues, would need/want.
Collections by individual country or theme can similarly be described. Information, such as reign, historical
periods, or specialities (e.g. a bird, aircraft type) also help to better define the material.
For individual stamps, identify by SG number, include face value if necessary, and catalogue values if sensible.
Include the condition (U/M/UMM/etc.) – surprisingly, this is often omitted.
The large assemblies of material are quite difficult. While someone viewing “7 schoolboy albums in QWE box”
might find something of interest, how many postal bidders would take a chance? It might be better to remove the
stamps and put them in envelopes – usually the albums are not worth keeping. Envelopes can be grouped or
separated, and may be easier to describe.
Similarly, if you have to put in a “box of 2,000 stamps”, expand the definition – commems/defs, M/U,
world/commonwealth/foreign, specific countries or themes noted, etc. In a normal auction, this type of lot sells
well – in a postal auction, doubtful.

Second, how to get it into the auction inventory. Unfortunately, the “normal” methods do not apply:





It is unlikely that I will be able to collect from society meetings this year, and January next year would be leaving
it late.
Material could be delivered to my house by society members.
I may be able to collect from members, with simple distanced handover.
Material coming from non-members often comes via contact with members, who effectively act as agents. Direct
out-of-the-blue contact would be handled on an ad-hoc basis – this could include asking members to assist.

One final thought – please use the data form in the printed version of this newsletter or download it from our website
and, if you remember, please print the text. With creaky fingers and dimming eyes, interpreting text can be very difficult.
If and when you have material for the auction, please contact me, to arrange details.
David Snowden

(tel: 02392 591413 e-mail: djsnowden@hotmail.co.uk)
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Fifty Years Ago
From Gibbons Stamp Monthly, October 1970
From the opening speech at Philympia 1970 by Christopher Chataway, Minister of Posts

“Who would have guessed in the days before pre-paid postage that this form of receipt would catch the
imagination in the astonishing way that it has. The train ticket, the income tax receipt, the theatre ticket - any
of these things might, I suppose, have been seized on to a similar extent; but it is the postage stamp that has
come to be the prime object of collectors’ enthusiasm. It is the postage stamp that has been developed into a
thing of beauty. It is the postage stamp that has come to lead a remarkable double life, fulfilling its original
purpose in a world-wide postal system, and at the same time providing pleasure and profit for thousands as
interest in philately has grown.”
Yes, the then Minister of Posts and Telecommunications was the very same athlete who had specialised in being
First past the Post! He entered politics, becoming M.P. for North Lewisham, and later for Chichester. As
Minister he was responsible for the introduction of commercial radio. Later he became Chairman of the Civil
Aviation Authority and was knighted. At the age of 79 he could still take part in the Great North Run. He died
in 2014. Ed.

‘Free French’ Issues!
For the first time in its history, the (British) Post Office has been giving stamps away. The offer, in advertisements in
three French philatelic magazines, formed part of a European advertising campaign recently, to boost stamp sales, and
comprised four 4d. regionals and two stamps from the ‘anniversaries’ set of last April. When the response to the French
offer has been assessed, the scheme may be extended to other countries. (This smacks of the agency promotions by the
likes of Tuvalu. Royal Mail’s sales campaigns and those of their French equivalent have meanwhile shattered most
collectors’ interest in their outpourings. Ed.)

P.O. Drops Reply-paid Cards
First marketed in 1882, reply-paid postcards are being withdrawn by the Post Office
after 2 October because of the ‘extremely low demand’. The two joined cards, each
with an imprinted ‘stamp, also tended to jam sorting machinery.

‘Maximum’ Service by P.O.
Maximum cards – picture postcards featuring stamp-design subjects with the stamps
affixed to the picture side – are being accepted by the Post Office for first-day
handstamp facilities in relation to new stamp issues, provided that the cards are
addressed ‘poste restante’and posted in the special philatelic boxes at main post
offices. These must be collected by the addressee later the same day or within
fourteen days, otherwise they will be treated as ‘undeliverable’. The new service was
inaugurated at Philympia with the issue of the new ’Philympia’ stamps.
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ODE TO THE CHUNNEL
These lines, gleaned by the late Professor John West and
believed by him to have been the work of a British
M.E.P., were reproduced in the Philatelist some years
ago in a less complete form. Meanwhile we have gained
quite a number of new members and become used to the
Tunnel’s existence so it seems worth repeating in the
context of today’s immigration problems!

There’ll be carloads of Louises
From Parisian stripteases
Importing foul diseases
lnto Kent.
There’ll be modern French Wells Fargoes
Sending juggernauts with cargoes
Of frogslegs and escargots
And men’s scent.

There’ll be Swedes of charmless candour
Coming over to philander,
Spreading left wing propaganda
About wealth.
Belgian girls of vast proportions
Who have failed to take precautions,
Driving over for abortions
On the Health.

T'here’ll be Dutchmen too, by Jingo,
Who refuse to speak the lingo,
Coming over for the bingo
And the dogs.
And through this umbilical,
Seeking knickers from St. Michael,
Girls from Rotterdam will cycle
In their clogs.

'I'here’ll be Spanish seňoriitas
Jamming all our parking meters
With their miserable pesetas,
(I don’t know!) .
And seňoras doing Samba
Shouting “vamos” and “caramba”
And believmg that the amber
Light means go.

There’ll be Danes on every comer,
Faces pink aﬁer a sauna,
Trying hard to sell us porno
graphic books.
There’ll be men like Julius Caesar
Getting in without a visa,
Careless architects from Pisa,
Bloody crooks.

There’ll be Austrians with poodles
Wanting membership of Boodles,
Then demanding apple strudels
With their tea.
There’ll be lecherous Kuwaitis
Driving lorryloads of Katies
From the Thames to the Euphrates
C.O.D.

There’ll be wealthy German campers
With enormous picnic hampers
Full of Sauerkraut and Champers
And pork pies.
There’ll be Eyeties slick and smarmy,
Reared on pizza and salami
Turning up at Veeraswarmy
Without ties.

There’ll be men from Lithuania
From Rumania and Albania,
From Tasmania and Pennsylvania,
I’ve no doubt.
So, dear immigration panel,
Boys in sports jackets and flannel,
Please protect our English Channel,
Throw them outl
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